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MINUTES — Approved 

General Session: (Open to the Public) 
• Welcome / Kirk Smith, Co-Chair  (9:02 AM) 

o Jeff and Brett are excused. 
• Adopt Minutes of Previous Meeting 

o Motion by Larry to adopt minutes. Seconded by Bob. Motion passes 4-0. 
• Reports 

o Concur with Licensee Report / Suzette 
 On the agency report, DTS is having an issue connecting with the vendor to pull lapsed dates. 

This is a programming bug that affects many reports, and DTS is working on it. 
 Kirk notes that the escrow test is now one part, rather than the two parts it used to be. 
 Motion by Larry to concur. Bob seconds. Motion passes 4-0. 

o Concur with Complaint & Enforcement Report / Suzette 
 Sylvia thanks whoever is responsible for the notes at the bottom on companies that have multiple 

problems. She says it clarifies things a lot. She says she couldn’t find the company discussed last 
month that had 10 infractions in 15 years, and wants to know what those 10 problems were. 
Suzette says some were complaints and some were investigations, and when she limited the list to 
just investigations, it took it down to 5. 

 Motion by Bob to concur. Seconded by Larry. Motion passes 4-0. 
o Request for Dual Licensee Expedited Request: None 
o Request for Attorney Exemption / Suzette 
 Blair R. Jackson 

• Mr. Jackson started Invictus Law in Lindon, Utah. He has taken the exams to do property 
insurance, plus all licensee exams. He would like to offer title services in Utah County and 
has worked in real estate related matters for a long time. He has worked on federal lawsuits in 
Utah defending lenders in TILA and RESPA alleged violations, and has done the same in 



California as well. He has been involved with tax liens and tax deeds, and has done attorney-
side CLE credits. 

• Jim Johnson with Attorneys Title Guaranty will appoint him as an agent, if the request is 
approved. They are impressed with Mr. Jackson's background and credentials. 

• Motion by Bob to approve the request. Seconded by Sylvia. Motion passes 4-0. 
• Administrative Proceedings Action / Mark Kleinfield, ALJ 

o Stipulation and Order: None 
o Order to Show Cause: None 
o Informal Adjudicative Proceeding and Order: None 
o Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceeding: None 

• Board Duties & Responsibilities / Perri 
o Rule Review (R592-2 and others) 
 The department looked at all of the rules included under R592, and (aside from R592-6 which is 

undergoing rulemaking now) only R592-2 needs to be amended as a result of legislation. Changes 
are being reviewed currently, and Perri anticipates that a draft will be ready by the July meeting. 
She thinks a good deal of it can be deleted. 

 Because R592-2 deals with administrative actions, it's really a department rule rather than a Title 
& Escrow Commission rule. It will be brought before the Commission for their input. 

• New Business 
o Election of new chair / Kirk 
 Perri says the election can be either secret ballot or nomination. Perri wonders if it might be better 

to wait until we have new commission members. Commissioner Kiser thinks the election should 
go forward because the committee members know who is good and who should have chair 
responsibilities. However, he will defer to the commission. 

 Larry nominates Bob Rice as chair and Jeff Wiener as co-chair. Sylvia seconds. Vote passes 3-0. 
(Bob abstains because he is a nominee.) 

• Old Business 
o Can commission members attend the Annual License Testing session if they teach CE? 
 Perri reports that Randy Overstreet told her if someone that teaches CE wanted to participate in 

the rule evaluation process, he would not allow it because he feels it would be a conflict of 
interest. 

 Perri suggests that the commission should vote on who to send, so the commission is actively 
sending a person. 

 Larry confirms that no more than 2 commission members should attend to prevent it from 
becoming an open meeting. Perri says that is correct. 

o R592-11 Proposed Language / Matt Sager 
 Matt provided proposed language that also includes R592-15 that needed to be changed because 

of HB 352. The amendments made to HB 352 during the 2015 Legislative Session made it so 
employees of an insurer no longer had to file an annual report or pay an annual assessment. Matt's 
proposed language for R592-11 and 15 incorporate language from HB 352 directly. 

 Matt asks if the changes to these rules are done by the department or do they require the 
commission to act. Perri says she thinks they're for the commission because they are policy rules, 
not administrative rules. 

 Suzette asks if it is the commission's intent that a licensee must file an annual report if they are 
licensed as an individual but not appointed or designated with an insurer and have not done any 
business during the year. Larry thinks it would make no sense to file a report if they haven't done 
any business. Tammy says there are some licensees who just maintain their license without being 
active. Sylvia asks why they would do that. Tammy says they maintain it because they don't want 
to lose their license and have to take the test again. She believes it would be burdensome on those 



people to have to file a report, then get fined if they don't file it. She thinks the rule should be 
reworded to detail who must file a report. 

 Matt and Larry agree that it's worth clarifying the rule. Sylvia thinks reporting isn't a bad idea, 
because then their attestation is in writing, in case they say they haven't done any business but 
then it comes out later that they have. 

 Sylvia also says in other types of business, if your business goes inactive and you don't report it 
with the state, they will estimate what sales they think you did during the period and will charge 
the taxes for it. She thinks the title industry needs to be more proactive and consistent with other 
business regulations in other industries. She says people need to tell the state that they have not 
done business in such cases. 

 Bob asks if the department sends out annual report or license renewal notices. Tammy says no, 
there is no notice to file an annual report because it is included in state statute, but they do get a 
renewal notice by e-mail 75 days before expiration. Sylvia asks if an annual report notice could 
be added to the renewal e-mail. Suzette says the issue with that is renewal happens every two 
years, but the annual report is due every year. 

 Blake Heiner asks if this has ever been enforced this way. Tammy says no. He says if it is going 
to be enforced, then the department should make every effort to notify every licensee with plenty 
of time to comply and through whatever method. 

 Sylvia is concerned that there appear to be some rules that are enforced and some that are not. 
She thinks it would be extremely confusing to licensees, and thinks we need to be consistent. We 
either need to enforce a rule or remove it. Kirk asks if this rule is important enough to work on. 

 Matt explains what the rule is for and why the Insurance Code was amended back in 2013. The 
focus was and always has been on individual producers who are doing business. The focus should 
still be on them, not make a requirement for those who aren't doing business. He thinks an easy 
fix would be adding a line to paragraph 1 to fix the issue. 

 The commissioner addresses Sylvia's concerns. He says the department doesn't ignore rules, but 
rather that issues may need to be triaged. He thinks it's unfair to say we aren't enforcing rules, 
because the department is first addressing issues that are more damaging to the public, rather than 
fining for minor issues. Sylvia agrees, and says it wasn't her intention to point fingers, but rather 
to point back at the commission. They need to figure out what rules are most important, and 
having a rule for the sake of having a rule is a waste of everyone's time. There are redundant, 
unnecessary rules that the commission can work on to reduce the department's burden. 

 Matt, Bob and Brett will work on language for next month. 
o Licensee Naming Follow-Up / Perri 
 R590-154 needs dramatic changes. The department has been meeting and working on revisions, 

but are waiting to hear comments from Brett. There will be a draft version at the July meeting. 
This is a department rule, which will not need a commission vote. The new version will allow a 
company to use an assumed name if the company files it with the commissioner. The 
commissioner must know what the assumed name is. 

 Kirk asks what will happen to companies that slip through the cracks before the rule is done. Perri 
advises that companies look at 31A-23a-110, which provides that a licensee must do business 
under an assumed name with notice to the commissioner. 

 Larry is concerned about a company doing business under an assumed name, because the public 
assumes it's a legal entity and asks if that's a problem. Perri says she doesn't think it is, as long as 
the assumed name is filed with the commissioner. Larry asks if they can act as trustees and 
conduct trust deed sales under assumed names. Blake Heiner notes that trust items like that are 
governed by a different statute. Larry says that's correct, but an assumed name isn't a legal name. 
Pete Stevens says he thinks the Department of Corrections Corporations should have assumed 
names filed with them as well. 

 Perri says Utah Insurance Code doesn't require filing with Corporations, but Corporations may 
have that rule. She also notes that R590-154 is an unfair marketing rule, so the rule is for 



marketing purposes and nothing else. She says that until the rule is changed, companies should 
comply with the current rule. 

o Issuance of a title policy on second trust deeds with two different lenders on a single closing / Larry 
 Larry reads through May's minutes and notes that he asked for a bulletin that such transactions 

are two separate transactions that involve two separate policies, and asked how enforcement 
would happen. He describes how such transactions work. 

 Bob disagrees and says he thinks there has been a misinterpretation about how a transaction is 
defined. There are two issues in such cases: 1) are you as an agency entitled to do the closing 
because there is an insurance product being issued in the transaction, and 2) title insurers are not 
the insurer for purposes of escrow — they are the insurer for title only, but that distinction has 
been blurred a little bit because of statute 407. 

 Larry asks if we want to do away with the 2-policy requirement, or go to 1 policy.  
 Matt says he thinks this a liability management issue for the industry, not enforcement. He thinks 

it is the responsibility of the insurers and the agents to understand the implications of signing 
these types of instructions, and that they shouldn't be signed. He doesn't think it's the 
commission's or department's responsibility to issue a rule about it. He thinks if we go down this 
road, it will require another odd type of policy to be issued in cash transactions. 

 Larry just wants to know how we're going forward. Bob, Pete and Matt have suggested that one 
policy is fine, but Larry wants to know how the department will enforce it. Commissioner Kiser 
says the department isn't prepared to make a statement, and says Brett is the one who will make 
that statement. 

 Larry says he will table the issue and wait for an answer in July. 
o Opening for an Employee of a Title Agent on Title and Escrow Commission / Brett 

Link to Boards & Commission's site: http://gva1.utah.gov/boards/board.aspx?id=700297 
 Wade Taylor with ULTA will have a discussion today with the board and will send a letter out to 

membership this week. 
• Other Business 
• Hot Topics 

o CFPB's new Closing Disclosure not sufficient to meet state regulator requirements? / James Seaman 
 James says ULTA and the DOI had a chat last week. The DOI will take them under advisement. 

James says they discussed two main issues and what the DOI would require from licensees in 
such cases: 1) the CFPB requirement that title insurance rebates be listed on the new closing 
disclosure, even though one isn't really being given and rebates are against state law; and 2) 
lenders control designation and categorization of escrow and title fees and fees on the new title 
disclosure, but the lender's naming and grouping of fees may not match the title agent's filed rates 
and fees. 

 Suzette says she and Tammy have worked on the bulletin, and it has been sent to Brett for review. 
She believes it's just about ready for release. 

o Title companies paying for lender software both up-front and per-order / Joseph McPhie 
 Larry says it goes back to a request made to the department to give clarification if agencies are 

allowed to purchase software or hardware and also pay a per-order charge. Is this pay to play? 
 Tammy notes that lenders can charge for their own software or hardware. The department can't 

tell them what they can or can't do. Matt clarifies that it's not a payment going to a lender, it's a 
third-party provider charging the fees. 

 Kirk notes that some lenders are passing the fee on to consumers during closing. Larry says in 
cases like this, you pay money to access a third-party vendor's program, then you pay more 
money when you pull down a package. He asks if it's OK to have a title company pay the lender's 
software costs, or is that an inducement. 

 The group agrees that it's just a cost of doing business, and it's fine for a lender to require a 
vendor and that the title company pay the fees. 

Executive Session (None) 

http://gva1.utah.gov/boards/board.aspx?id=700297


• Adjourn  (10:29 AM) 
o Motion by Sylvia to adjourn. Seconded by Bob. Motion passes 4-0. 

• Next Meeting: July 13, 2015 — Copper Room 
 

2015 Meeting Schedule in Copper Room 
• Jan 12  Feb 9  Mar 16  Apr 13  May 11  Jun 8 (Spruce) 
• Jul 13  Aug 10  Sept 14  Oct 12  Nov 9  Dec 14 

 
 


